Aug 26, 1875

Gunby Hall, Burgh, Lincolnshire.

My dear Fisher,

Just a line to thank you for your answer to my question about brotherly inheritance. I quite agree with all you say.

As to the Society, I won’t write at length, but am glad to have your view. We must have a talk some day. I wish I could see what we ought to do about increased membership. A few years ago we sent out a circular to a large number of people including one. It was very badly
Aug 25

Gunby Hall,
Burgh,
Lincolnshire.

Dear Father,

Did you get ½ a letter from me? It so here is the other half!!

Yours sincerely,

L Dawne

PTO
managed, M’r Goto accusey
mrs Brown of the blender, and
M’s B. putting it all done to
Mrs G. I wonder how things are
more strong if another such
venture would be worth while.
In most things a wide appeal
certainly does answer. Have,
you any supereance? No answer
like we need.

Yours truely
L. Darwin